
Soapbox 

KE0TT: 

100 watts to a pair of broad band dipoles up 40 to 45'. Thanks for the Q's, always enjoy this contest. 

Didn't have a lot of time due to Easter celebrations this time, but C U next time.  73, Dan  ke0tt 

 

KF3G: 

Thank you for the 2022 Ontario QSO Party. 

 

KF4QFJ: 

I had a great time in the 2022 Ontario QSO Party! Thanks to 

Organizers, Operators and My Family! -73 de KF4QFJ, Jerome 

 

KJ9C: 

Almost every time I called CQ ON I was answered by somebody else!              

 

N1NN: 

10TH ONTARIO QSO PARTY 

 

NQ2W: 

I'm happy to have participated if only for a limited amount of time. Used SD for logging...works great! 

Thanks for the Qs and the opportunity to play radio. I hope to see you all next year! 73, Will, NQ2W 

 

SP6JOE: 

100 W,3 ele Yagi 

 

N7AME: 

Signals to WWA really bad because of the Solar Activity.    Nice to work the operators I heard    Thanks 

and see you next year 

 

N7MZW: 

Icom IC-7300, Heil Pro Micro Headset on VOX,Vectronics VC300DLP manual tuner, and a modified 

ZS6BKW up 50 feet, running N-S at an elevation of 6,053 feet in Laramie County, Wyoming. Gave out the 

rare Wyoming Mult to those that could copy my 100 watt signal during very limited Op time. November 

Seven Many Zebras Walking 



 

WQ6X: 

This was a disappointing ONQP run remotely from WA6TQT's Super site in Anza.  With the plethora of 

AWEsome antennas @ Radio Ranch, I was expecting to hear DOZENs upon DOZENs of VE3 calling 

stations; however that only happens if there are actually DOZENs and DOZENs of stations operating. 

There were more VE3 stations in the CQMM contest than in the ONQP. 

At least you gave us another opportunity on Sunday; unfortunately, outside of the CQMM contest, no 

VE3's were heard - altho 2 VE3's in the CQMM GiG gave me their ONQP info so I quickly switched over to 

the ONQP log and added those. 

Look for a write up on this weekend at: http://WQ6X.Blogspot.com 

 

VA3RKM: 

K3, verticals. 

 

VA3RSA: 

I had fun in the ONQP especially with CW where I used programmed function keys. I had to listen to the 

calling station's QSO exchange several times before I could get the call and county and then call them 

back through the pileup. Not a contest winning strategy but it let may play CW way beyond my manual 

sending/receiving abilities. I always like the SSB exchanges where the operators take the time to say 

Happy Easter etc. 73, de VA3RSA. 

 

W1END: 

Rig was FTdx101 and Butternut vertical. 

Did a little better than last year.  Tnx to all. 

 

VE3ZY: 

Pretty good activity, but working 2 other events at the same time was difficult, as had to keep shutting 

down and re-starting logging software for each event which meant I couldn't always dupe check 

KA1CPR sent QQ as state, wonder if that is state of mind VE3WG/R sent WEL/HTN as QTH, donno what 

to do abt that 

 

VE3OIL/R: 

Entities Activated NIA HAM HAL BRA BFD OXF WAT WEL 

 

VE3XN: 



I hope my fews Perth County contacts helped the active stations. 

 

VE3WG/R 

This log may have corrections after transfer from paper. The claimed score includes all known 

corrections. 

This was the coldest Rover OQP I have done. No snow but cold winds meant CW was erratic. Contacts 

were bothered by gusts that added noise and triggered the radio VOX to mask or obliterate calls and 

exchanges. Sunday sun was a welcome change. The bands seemed extra quiet Sunday Easter morning. 

Tnx to all for qsos 

Bob VE3WG/R 

 

WB2FUE: 

THANKS TO ALL ONTARIO OPEATORS! GREAT JOB! 

 

VE3SMA: 

SOME COUNTIES WERE VISITED MORE THAN ONCE 

 

VE3SST: 

back on the air finally. Nice to be able to participate from the new QTH. 

 

VE3SWA: 

Multi-Two, two locations Waterloo Region 

 

W9TCV: 

Thanks to all who participated! 73, W9TCV 

 

WB4E: 

Stumbled on 2 bonus stations in first 4 contacts before I even read the rules and knew they were 

bonuses, so decided to play a bit.  Fun, although bands very noisy. 

 



K3TW: 

"Greetings from warm and sunny Florida!" 

 

AA8TA: 

Not as much time as I would have liked.  A two-band operation since I am too close for higher bands.  

Tnx fer the Qs es have fun! 

 

AI2S: 

AND A BIG THANKS TO THE EXCELLENT ONTARIO OPERATORS WHO KINDLY PERSEVERED AND HELPED 

ME TO COMPLETE MY QRP QSOs. 

 

DL3DXX: 

just a few points on Sunday 

 

K2EKM: 

Have had fun in the ONQP as a qrp station for years. Odd this year, as I heard very little activity on SSB. 

Due to my location, l concentrated on 80/40. Almost pulled a blank SSB-wise, however snagged VA3RAC 

just before leaving for Easter services. See you next year. 

 

WB4E: 

Stumbled on 2 bonus stations in first 4 contacts before I even read the rules and knew they were 

bonuses, so decided to play a bit.  Fun, although bands very noisy. 

 

W9TCV: 

Thanks to all who participated! 73, W9TCV 

 

K8LF: 

Being Easter Weekend not much time to operate. 

 

KA0PQW: 



Fun contest thanks for having it. 73 Matt ka0pqw 

 

KA3TTT: 

I had a great time playing in the Ontario QSO party. I run QRP from Philadelphia using an indoor 

magnetic loop. 

 

KE0TT: 

100 watts to a pair of broad band dipoles up 40 to 45'. Thanks for the Q's, always enjoy this contest. 

Didn't have a lot of time due to Easter celebrations this time, but C U next time.  73, Dan  ke0tt 

 

KF3G: 

Thank you for the 2022 Ontario QSO Party. 

 

KF4QFJ: 

I had a great time in the 2022 Ontario QSO Party! Thanks to Organizers, Operators and My Family! -73 

de KF4QFJ, Jerome 


